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you can even download a free learning guide for vmware nsx 17 that shows you how vmware nsx
works. it includes top-level concepts, including the basics, all the way to how to write scripts for
other vmware nsx products. the vmware nsx course certification you complete at the end of the

training is how you show youre ready to take on any challenges that involve virtualization. in less
than a year, you can earn your vmware nsx 17 certification. this vmware training is the way to do so.
you can even re-certify any time you like, because vmware has re-evaluated this certification. that

means youll always be able to re-certify to ensure you have the most up-to-date knowledge on
vmware nsx and on technology in general. also, if you have the time, you can complete the

foundational proctored vmware exam that currently costs $250 to boot. however, vmware offered a
slightly discounted rate at $200 if you make an advance payment of $100 and hold the web link for a

few days. also, at $200 you get the vmware credential for a lifetime, which the new exam doesnt.
the syllabus is also useful for learning how to perform assessments using vmware certified

professional (vcp) exams. vcp 6 certification exam objectives are based on vmware vsphere 6
certification exam objectives, so if you can pass one of these exams you should be able to pass the
other. even if you currently dont have a vmware certificate, the free book should give you a good

understanding of what youll need to study for a certification exam. don't have the time or the money
to have someone complete your vmware exams proctored for you? or maybe you just want to study

for a certification exam on your own time? virtualization experts at vmwarecredential.com are
available for an affordable price to answer questions and help you study with your hand held

proctoring device. vmwarecredential is an excellent way to study and gain valuable knowledge about
the vmware certified professional exam.
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